SUMMIT PROGRAM BOOK

Thank you for being here.
We are excited to bring our community together for a day focused on AANHPI* mental
health and wellness. For us to take a moment, pause, and center ourselves. For us,
as AANHPIs, to check in with each other, to ask for help, to discuss topics often swept
under the rug, to give space to share openly and without judgment. As we continue our
individual journeys to discover and define our authentic selves, it’s important we also
support each other on our collective journeys as fellow community members.
Mindfulness. Self-care. Healing. These are phrases we have heard exponentially since
the start of the pandemic. What do these look like in practice? Why are they important?
With the escalation in anti-Asian hate, the isolation from COVID-19, and the perpetual
foreigner stereotype for AANHPIs -- all of which correlate to increased stress and anxiety
-- there is a need to preserve and cultivate mental wellness in our AANHPI communities,
now more than ever.
Building Community Resilience: AANHPI Mental Wellness Summit aims to tackle
the taboo of mental illness, increase education regarding mental wellness, and share
mental health resources. Thank you to The Colorado Health Foundation and Aurora Asian/
Pacific Community Partnership for providing the support needed to make today’s event
possible, and thank you all for being present and engaged.
Our hope is that you leave today’s summit with a renewed sense of strength, peace and
hope. Let’s continue to show up for each other. In everything, we are stronger together.
- From the AANHPI Mental Wellness Summit Planning Committee
* Asian American Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander

Mental Wellness Resources
National Suicide Prevention Lifeline: Call 988

988 has been designated as the new three-digit dialing code that will route
callers to the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline. 988lifeline.org

Bystander Intervention and Harrassments Trainings
Free trainings offered virtually by Right To Be. righttobe.org

Counseling, Family Therapy, Health Education

Asian Pacific Development Center’s Behavioral Health Clinic provides mental
health services to immigrant and refugees. apdc.org/behavioral-health

Asian Therapists Directory

See a list of Colorado therapists that identify as AANHPI.
denverasiancollective.com/therapist-directory

Summit Schedule
All workshops are in the Classroom Building
8:45 - 9:00 AM | Registration & Light Breakfast
9:15 - 10:15 AM | Whole Body Wellness Workshops
A: Tai Chi QiGong 18 Movement by Alice Moy
Room 107
B: Pranayama for Self Care and Social Change by Catharine McCord
Room 104
10:30 - 11:30 AM | Educational Mental Health Workshops
A: Mental Health in the AAPI Immigrant and Refugee Community by Dr. Geri Tien
Room 107
B: Elevate Community Safety by Combating Anti-Asian Racism by Harry Budisidharta
Room 104
11:30 AM - 12:30 PM | Lunch & Resource Fair | Student Centre Atrium
Learn about mental health resources and organizations.
Lunch catered by Yuan Wonton, Pho King Rapidos, Mukja, and Cafe Ambrosia.
12:30 - 1:30 PM | Educational Mental Health Workshops
A. Suicide Prevention in AAPI Communities by Meghna Patta
Room 107
B. Mindfulness Practices for Healing Intergenerational Trauma by My Ngoc To
Room 104
1:45 - 2:45 PM | Whole-Body Wellness Workshops
A. Listening to Your Inner Self Through Dance and Movement by Ben Nguyen
Room 107
B. Navigating Anxiety Whole-heartedly with Kundalini Yoga by Dr. Lynn Tran
Room 104
2:45 - 3:00 PM | Closing Session | Room 107

Whole Body Wellness Workshops
9:15 AM - 10:15 AM

Workshop A: Tai Chi Qigong 18 Movement | Rm 107

Alice Moy

Tai Chi Qigong is an ideal workout to counter the effects of
stress in the modern world and slow the effects of aging
according to top scientists in the US. It is suitable not only
for athletes, but all people of all ages. For me, Tai Chi Qigong
18 movement helps me think better when doing computer
programming, and solve the problem faster. By practicing it
regularly, you can improve yourself.

Alice Moy obtained an associate degree in Technical Writing and Editing from Front Range
Community College, Bachelor of Science with a major in Computer Information System from
Columbia College, and Certificate of Advanced Study in Geographic Information Systems from
University of Denver. She worked for Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) for 10
years as a Database Specialist and taught CDOT staff how to make custom maps. Now retired,
she says it is a good opportunity to learn new things and learn how to be a better person.

Workshop B: Pranayama for Self Care & Social Change | Rm 104
In a world that often obscures our voices and intentionality, we will learn and practice
exercises to reclaim our inner peace, rediscover how to trust that what we have to say
and share is important, and rewrite the narrative that we are silent and complicit. We will
explore the science behind pranayama, a breathing exercise practice, as a way to regulate
the nervous system and stress response. Through the regular and thoughtful practice of
pranayama, our renewed balance and resolve will empower us to speak up and speak out
when needed with clear and strong voices.

Catharine McCord

Catharine McCord is a mindfulness guide and breath
coach with training in the Hatha yoga tradition,
horticultural therapy, and trauma sensitive mindfulness.
With advanced degrees in biochemistry and landscape
architecture, she blends together the benefits of outdoor
spaces with self care practices to regulate the nervous
system. She leads her sessions through a lens of justice,
equity, diversity, inclusivity, and accessibility.

Mental Health Educational Workshops
10:30 AM - 11:30 AM

Workshop A: Mental Health in the AAPI Immigrant and
Refugee Community | Rm 107
This workshop focuses on how mental health is viewed very differently in AAPI
communities due to cultural and language differences, how to recognize the signs of
mental health struggles, and how everyone in the community can help - as friends,
family, or professionals.
Nai Chieh (Geri) Tien, Ph.D is the Behavioral Health Clinic
Manager of Asian Pacific Development Center. She’s been
working with AAPI communities for more than 10 years.
As an immigrant from Taiwan herself, she is passionate
about serving AAPI immigrant and refugee communities
as a mental health provider and also an activist.

Dr. Geri Tien

Workshop B: Elevate Community Safety by Combating
Anti-Asian Racism | Rm 104

Harry Budisidharta

With the rise in hate crimes and violence targeting Asian
Pacific Islanders, how can we come together to ensure
our communities are safe? What resources are available
and what legislations are in place at the federal, state,
and local levels to ensure community safety? In this
workshop, learn about recent legislations that have
been passed to combat hate crimes, the resources that
are available for victims of hate crimes, and how we
can advocate for legislative changes that benefit our
community.

Harry Budisidharta received his Bachelor of Arts in Political Science from California
State University of Los Angeles and his Juris Doctor from University of Colorado.
As the Executive Director of Asian Pacific Development Center, Harry works with
government officials and organizations to address health disparities in refugee and
immigrant communities. He is a recipient of the Immigrant Liberty Award from Rocky
Mountain Immigrant Advocacy Network and Martin Luther King, Jr. Business Award.

Mental Health Educational Workshops
12:30 PM - 1:30 PM

Workshop A: Suicide Prevention in AAPI Communities | Rm 107
By sharing her lived experience with suicide, specifically
about her mom, who is a suicide attempt survivor and
someone who still struggles with her suicidality, Meghna
hopes to connect with participants on how common suicide
is and what we all can do to prevent it. Leave with tangible
steps forward to prevent suicide in your own lives, and dismantle the stigma surrounding suicide in our communities.

Meghna Patta

Meghna Patta works at the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment in
community engagement and state policy. As a South Asian woman who has experienced
colorism, casteism and various other intersecting forms of violence, she has spent
the past seven years in community mobilization and advocacy efforts during my
undergraduate and graduate programs in both Indiana and New York City, respectively.
She hopes to share her own lived experience and the experience of helping her Amma
(mom) through her suicidality in order to continue this work in Colorado, and most
importantly, to continue honoring her Amma, and others like her.

Workshop B: Mindfulness Practices for Healing
Intergenerational Trauma | Rm 104
Through this workshop, connect in authentic and grounded ways with what has been
passed down to us from previous generations - both intergenerational trauma and also
intergenerational resilience. Engage with written reflections, community dialogue, and
guided mindfulness and compassion practices. No prior mindfulness experience is
necessary.

My Ngoc To

My Ngoc To is a 1.5 generation Vietnamese American and
experienced Vipassana meditator, who has been teaching
mindfulness and compassion workshops in community mental
health clinics, universities, and for the general public. After a
bachelors in neuroscience at Harvard University and a masters
in Social Work from Simmons University, she is now pursuing
a PhD in Social Work at University of Denver. Her research
focuses on methods for healing intergenerational and historical
trauma among Southeast Asian immigrant and refugee families.

Whole Body Wellness Workshops
1:45 PM - 2:45 PM

Workshop A: Listening to Your Inner Self Through Dance &
Movement | Rm 107
This workshop is designed to open ourselves to listen intentionally to our bodies. By
honing into our emotions and physical awareness, we can draw closer to understanding a different facet of self. With dance, connection, and focus, we will push outside of
our comfort zones and learn where we can go as individuals and as a collective.

Ben Nguyen

Ben Nguyen (he/him/his) graduated with a B.A. in
Communication with an emphasis in Social Justice. His
passion lies with helping others expose and unlearn
problematic social constructs, and building community. Ben
has extensive experience working with student leaders and
organizations, specifically in empowering underrepresented
students to achieve success in their college careers. He has
taught workshops regarding the Asian American experience,
focusing on the intersections of gender and race.

Workshop B: Navigating Anxiety Whole-heartedly with
		
Kundalini Yoga | Rm 104

Dr. Lynn Tran

Learn how to cultivate a practice of personal inquiry,
curiosity, and acceptance. In this workshop, participants
will learn strategies to overcome anxiety. Bring a
journal, yoga mat, and a blanket to sit on. As we practice
Kundalini Yoga, a system of breath, movement, and
sound, we will piece together a personal practice that
you can incorporate each day.

Dr. Lynn Tran is Denver’s leading brain health expert, specializing in addressing
anxiety and depression and stress-related disorders. She helps clients create
lasting health and happiness naturally by uncovering the source of brain imbalance
with her approach of functional neurology. Her practice is called Wild & Precious
Optimal Living, which integrates functional neurology, chiropractic, yoga therapeutics and more to ensure the best care possible.

Meet These Organizations at the Resource Fair

Mile High Japanese
American Citizens League

Lunch provided by:

Yuan Wonton

UPCOMING EVENTS
Saturday, July 23: OCA Colorado Annual 5k Panda Run at Denver’s
Great Lawn Park - ocacolorado.org
Weekend of July 23-24: Colorado Dragon Boat Festival at Sloan’s
Lake Park - cdbf.org
Weekend of July 30: Special Colorado Dragon Film Festival
Presentation of “A Long March” - naffaaregion5.org
Saturday, August 20: Norman Y. Mineta Leadership Institute
Training at Asian Pacific Development Center - apiavote.org
Saturday, August 27: ElevAsian Night Market, first Colorado market
focused on Asian women - asiangirlsignite.org/elevasian
Please share your summit photos and videos from with @coredei
and @cacendenver or email to infocoredei@gmail.com.

